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Interesting thread but unfortunately I disagree. We've had those inflection points:

Charlottesville, Helsinki, Comey firing. He's always been very unpopular. Little

changed.

Public opinion matters less when leverage -- like fair + free elections -- disappears.

Protect leverage.

There will be something so stupid and lame and weak that people realize who Trump really is. Sure, he'll keep his

20% or whatever base, but he'll lose others.

But I know I might be wrong. The challenge with predicting the future is that it hasn't happened yet.

9/end

— Adam Davidson (@adamdavidson) October 21, 2018

I have said since 2016 that Trump is most likely to lose power through legal means -- indictments for his crimes -- not by

change in public opinion. He will not concede even if he loses and he will rewrite laws to protect himself. That's why he

always was an extraordinary danger.

That's why it was crucial for Mueller and Comey before him to act early, because Trump consolidates power like a typical

kleptocrat. But they didn't.

Best move now is to help Dems take Congress so that investigations can be carried out -- and investigators be protected by

law.

Even in this best-case scenario of Dems winning and investigations continuing, there might be no justice, because Trump

has now packed courts and purged agencies.

But knowledge is power. The public has the right to know what Trump & co have done. So keep pushing anyway.
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